XiTrust Secure Technologies, one of Europe's leading providers of electronic
signatures and digital identity, is a new member of PARIS Innovation Lab

PARIS AG and XiTrust Secure Technologies GmbH
announce strategic partnership
Berlin/Graz, June 12th, 2017 – PARIS Innovation Lab, the network for technology providers, digital transformation, and process optimization, has a new
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partner – XiTrust Secure Technologies. With its products, the IT company
from Graz covers the entire range of digital signature applications, and provides various services in the field of digital identity. By joining forces, the new
partners aim to strengthen their individual positions in the European market
and develop complementary solutions for digital transformation.
XiTrust supports its customers with easy-to-integrate solution packages for digital
signatures, digital identity, and email security. PARIS supplements the portfolio with
solutions for the optimization and automation of complex business processes as well
as for digital knowledge transfer using artificial intelligence. The strategic partnership
focuses on the development of additional innovative products to increase the security of digital processes.
"Since an increasing number of companies are encountering digitization and discovering the resulting advantages with respect to process costs, we see a growing
need for systematic support of the change process," says Andreas Koller, Head of
Business Development at XiTrust. "In close collaboration with PARIS, we will soon
be offering new smart solutions."
Sebastian Grodzietzki, CGO at PARIS AG, adds: "The solutions from both partners
can be easily integrated into existing IT systems to achieve precisely targeted digitized improvements. The combination is ideal – for applications in change management and performance support such as context-sensitive guidance and process
control or the automation of process steps, employees no longer face unresolved
issues at critical times because explanatory support is already in place. The transformation of processes and applications is simplified and the advantages for companies are immediately apparent."
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Brief profile of PARIS AG:
Robotics Intelligence Systems – provides leading technologies for process navigation and
optimisation, automation, documentation and e-learning. The solutions from PARIS AG and
its datango division support customers by providing targeted process guidance, staff training,
faster rollouts and smooth operation of enterprise applications. The solutions feature a context-sensitive navigation aid at the point of need and facilitate automatic generation of documentation, training materials, software simulations and e-learning environments in the live
system. As a result, PARIS enables businesses to reduce input errors and support costs,
while increasing user acceptance. Features supported by the datango performance suite are
an integral component of business processes and applications in companies of varying sizes
in a range of different sectors.
Brief profile of XiTrust GmbH:
Since 2002, XiTrust Secure Technologies products have supported companies from all sectors. From its three locations in Austria and Germany, XiTrust works with customers to
pursue the vision of a paperless future. All products for the more than 100 customers from
industry, trade, and the public sector can be custom integrated into existing IT landscapes
based on standard solutions. The results are seamless business processes with no media
breaks and noticeably more individual freedom for those who integrate signed documents
into company systems on a daily basis. XiTrust Secure Technologies today covers the entire
range of applications for electronic signatures.
- Digital identities with the XiDentity.eu service
- Digital signature folder with XiTrust MOXIS
- Electronic signatures with the XiTrust business server (XBS)
- Secure email communication with the XiTrust mailing system (XMS)
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For more information:
PARIS AG
datango –
A division of PARIS AG
Daimlerstrasse 8a
41564 Kaarst
Germany

Contact person:
Andreas Koller
- Business Development
Tel.: +43 6 60 677 58 50
Email: andreas.koller@xitrust.com
www.xitrust.com
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Contact person:
Sebastian Grodzietzki
- Chief Growth Officer
Tel.: +49 (0)2131-762010
Email: s.grodzietzki@paris-ag.com
www.paris-ag.com | www.datango.com

XiTrust Secure Technologies GmbH
Grazbachgasse 67
8010 Graz
Austria

PR agency:
punctum pr-agentur GmbH
Neuer Zollhof 3
40221 Düsseldorf
Germany
Contact person:
Ulrike Peter
- Managing Director
Tel.: +49 (0)211-9717977-0
Email: up@punctum-pr.de
www.punctum-pr.de
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